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Dear Consultant on Legal Education of the American Bar Association Hulett H. Askew, and 
Others in the ABA Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar Whom It May 
Concern: 
 
     This missive is a complaint about a law school from which I was graduated, the University of  
Michigan Law School or “Michigan Law School” (hereinafter, “MLS” or “the Law School”) in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan. (By the way, I authorize the Consultant on Legal Education to disclose 
this report and my identity to the law school discussed in the report.) I am an American Bar 
Association (ABA) member named David Boyle (hereinafter, “this complainant”). 
     The complaint is about the “Wolverine Scholars Program” at MLS and its apparent violations 
of ABA rules, plus its damaging effects on legal education and the welfare of law school 
applicants, effects to be described below. Due to those violations and effects, the complaint 
suggests that the ABA consider sanctions against MLS, including denial of ABA accreditation, 
under Section 16 or other appropriate ABA regulations, until that program has either ceased or 
been significantly altered so that it no longer violates ABA rules and causes the undesirable 
effects.  
 
 
1. The Program in Question 
 
     The “Wolverine Scholars Program” (hereinafter, “WSP”), which, by the way, received one of 
its first prominent mentions in the 9/25/08 ABA Journal article by Debra Cassens Weiss, “No 
LSAT Allowed in Michigan Law School’s Special Admissions Program” accessible on the 
Internet at 
http://abajournal.com/news/no_lsat_allowed_in_michigan_law_schools_special_admissions_pro
gram/ , is described on the MLS website at 
http://www.law.umich.edu/prospectivestudents/admissions/applyingtomichigan/Pages/Wolverine
Scholars.aspx; the description says, in pertinent part (though more may be quoted later),   
 
“The University of Michigan Law School is pleased to announce the Wolverine Scholars 
Program. …For this select group of qualified applicants…we will omit our usual requirement 
that applicants submit an LSAT score. … 
 
Application Eligibility 
 
UM undergraduates who have at least completed their junior year and at most are scheduled to 
graduate in Winter or Spring 2009 (that is, rising and graduating seniors) with at least six full-
time semesters of attendance on the UM-Ann Arbor campus and a UM cumulative grade 
point average of ≥ 3.80 are eligible to apply.  The six semesters may include a non-UM 
international study-abroad program.  We welcome and encourage applications from all UM 
undergraduate schools and majors. …  
 
Required Application Materials 
 
A completed University of Michigan Law School application, available as a PDF or online via 
Embark, along with all usual application materials except for an LSAT score and LSDAS report: 
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… 
 
The attached waiver form completed with your signature, acknowledging the program 
application deadlines and authorizing our access via the University-wide data system to the ACT 
and/or SAT scores you submitted with your undergraduate application. …   
 
In order to be considered for the Wolverine Scholars program, applicants must not have taken the 
LSAT prior to receiving a decision from the Law School (which will occur by July 21).  As 
discussed above, our timeline will allow adequate time for those applicants who wish to learn the 
outcome of their Wolverine Scholar application before deciding whether they wish to register for 
the October LSAT. … 
 
If you are admitted: 
 
You will be expected to maintain a 3.80 UM grade point average in a full-time course load the 
remainder of your undergraduate career at UM-Ann Arbor.  Failure to do so will trigger a review 
of the circumstances by the Law School Dean of Admissions on a case-by-case basis.  A 
revocation of admission is a possible outcome of such a review. …” 
 
 
2. Violation of Standard 503 
 
     The policy above, most notably the restrictive stipulation that “In order to be considered for 
the Wolverine Scholars program, applicants must not have taken the LSAT prior to receiving a 
decision from the Law School”, is a violation of “Standard 503” from the ABA 2008-2009 
Standards for Approval of Law Schools; the Standard is reproduced below for your convenience, 
 
“Standard 503. ADMISSION TEST 
 
A law school shall require each applicant for admission as a first year J.D. student to take a valid 
and reliable admission test to assist the school and the applicant in assessing the applicant’s 
capability of satisfactorily completing the school’s educational program. In making admissions 
decisions, a law school shall use the test results in a manner that is consistent with the current 
guidelines regarding proper use of the test results provided by the agency that developed the test. 
 
Interpretation 503-1 
A law school that uses an admission test other than the Law School Admission Test sponsored 
by the Law School Admission Council shall establish that such other test is a valid and reliable 
test to assist the school in assessing an applicant’s capability to satisfactorily complete the 
school’s educational program. 
 
Interpretation 503-2 
This Standard does not prescribe the particular weight that a law school should give to an 
applicant’s admission test score in deciding whether to admit or deny admission to the applicant. 
 
Interpretation 503-3 
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A pre-admission program of coursework taught by members of the law school’s full-time faculty 
and culminating in an examination or examinations, offered to some or all applicants prior to a 
decision to admit to the J.D. program, also may be useful in assessing the capability of an 
applicant to satisfactorily complete the school’s educational program, to be admitted to the bar, 
and to become a competent professional. 
 
Interpretation 503-4 
The ‘Cautionary Policies Concerning LSAT Scores and Related Services’ published by the Law 
School Admission Council is an example of the testing agency guidelines referred to in Standard 
503. [See Appendix 2]” 
 
 
     The WSP is a violation of the Standard, since applicants are forbidden to take the LSAT, 
which is widely considered the standard admission test to law school, before they receive an 
admissions decision; but they are not directed to take another test in its place. Therefore, because 
of the WSP, the Law School does not “require each applicant for admission as a first year J.D. 
student to take a valid and reliable admission test to assist the school and the applicant in 
assessing the applicant’s capability of satisfactorily completing the school’s educational 
program”, as the Law School is bound to do under ABA requirements. Thus, the Law School is 
violating Standard 503. 
     As for the nature of the required “admission test”, if inquirers seek definition: while Standard 
503 does not go into great detail about the nature of the test, one can assume that the 
qualifications for such a test would not be met by, say, a test of admission to a cosmetics or 
beauty school, or a test of admission to the ranks of the New York Yankees baseball team, but 
rather, would be met by a test specifically for admission to law school. (Cf. Interpretation 503-1, 
“A law school that uses an admission test other than the Law School Admission Test…shall 
establish that such other test is a valid and reliable test to assist the school in assessing an 
applicant’s capability to satisfactorily complete the school’s educational program.”; this criterion 
would seem to exclude a cosmetology test or baseball-throwing contest as either a “valid” or a 
“reliable” test for admission to a law school.) 
     What the WSP does consider to be an acceptable “admission test” is implied in the portion of 
the WSP description saying, “The attached waiver form completed with your signature, 
acknowledging the program application deadlines and authorizing our access via the University-
wide data system to the ACT and/or SAT scores you submitted with your undergraduate 
application.” I.e., to the Law School, a college-admissions test that students take in high school is 
considered as a “valid and reliable test to assist the school in assessing an applicant’s capability 
to satisfactorily complete the school’s educational program.” 
     --How or why an SAT or ACT (checking proficiency in topics such as high-school-level 
English skills and mathematics) would qualify as an “admission test for law school” is highly 
mysterious to this complainant. The fields of English sentence completion, English vocabulary, 
and algebra or pre-algebra, while not categorically useless in law school, are not the mainstay of 
what is taught at law school either. Thus, the SAT and ACT are not “valid and reliable test[s] to 
assist the school in assessing an applicant’s capability to satisfactorily complete the school’s 
educational program.” 
     Or if they were somehow considered to be valid and reliable tests: why not the PSAT 
(Preliminary SAT) instead, then, since it has similar subject matter to the SAT?  
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     Moreover, even a well-designed test for 8th graders on vocabulary might be of use by the Law 
School’s standards, since the Law School unilaterally eschews the requirement that it, the Law 
School, administer the LSAT or any similar test. After all, if an applicant had a bad couple of 
years in high school (dealing with a family tragedy, say), perhaps he could argue that his 8th 
grade vocabulary test was actually a fairer measure of his intellectual ability than the SAT or the 
ACT. 
     In fact, why should the applicant be limited to taking a written test at all? If a law school 
decides to dispense sua sponte with ABA rules and expectations, as MLS has done with the 
WSP, that law school could simply conduct an oral interview of an applicant, including a token 
law-related topic as one question among many non-law-related questions, and the interview 
would be designated as an “admission test” (including an “admission test score” assigned by the 
interviewer, cf. Interpretation 503-2 on the “admission test score”) which purports to fulfill 503, 
since 503 does not explicitly denote or require a *written* admission test.  
     Part of the point of the above hypotheticals, as unlikely or reductio ad absurdum as some of 
them may be, is that when ABA rules are flouted or not enforced, a slippery slope results, which 
could foster further disrespect for ABA rules and expectations, whether by the Law School or 
other law schools. Slippery slopes, along with flouting of ABA rules, are not something to be 
encouraged. 
 
     In contradistinction to the above hypotheticals (about the PSAT, an oral “admission test”, 
etc.), let us look at Interpretation 503-3 again: it says that “A pre-admission program of 
coursework taught by members of the law school’s full-time faculty and culminating in an 
examination or examinations, offered to some or all applicants prior to a decision to admit to the 
J.D. program, also may be useful in assessing the capability of an applicant to satisfactorily 
complete the school’s educational program….” 
     What this implies is that what is useful in determining applicant ability is coursework or an 
examination at or close to a law-school level and related to legal topics, which is deducible from 
the language saying the coursework is to be taught by “members of the law school’s full-time 
faculty”. It is unlikely in the extreme that the coursework or examination(s) taught or 
administered by these law professors would be about high-school-level English vocabulary or 
pre-algebra, the sorts of things tested by the ACT or SAT; instead, the coursework or 
examination(s) would naturally be about law-related topics, and in the style of courses that law 
school professors teach, even if not at the same level of complexity as an actual law school 
course. 
     The point is that Interpretation 503-3 strongly implies that a valid law school admission test, 
or a “substitute” for an admission test (such as coursework), should be of at least college-level 
complexity, and law-oriented. This makes perfect sense, since the admission test is an admission 
test to law school, which is a type of graduate school, not undergraduate, and which teaches the 
law, not cosmetology, baseball, pre-algebra, or other non-legalistic topics. Once again, neither 
the SAT nor the ACT seems to qualify as a “valid and reliable test to assist the [law] school in 
assessing an applicant’s capability to satisfactorily complete the [law] school’s educational 
program”; although if the law school applicant flunks his or her college final exams and has to 
transfer to another undergraduate college, perhaps the SAT and ACT can help in the application 
to that undergraduate college. 
     And to underline the point about the inappropriateness of using the SAT or ACT, see the 
words of Standard 503, “In making admissions decisions, a law school shall use the test results in 
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a manner that is consistent with the current guidelines regarding proper use of the test results 
provided by the agency that developed the test”, in conjunction with the SAT description at 
http://www.collegeboard.com/parents/tests/meet-tests/21295.html, 
 
“Meet the SAT® 
What It Means for Your Child 
The SAT is a 3-hour-and-45-minute test that measures the critical thinking, mathematical 
reasoning, and writing skills that students need to do college-level work. … 
Most students take the SAT at national administrations during their junior or senior year in high 
school. …” 
 
, and the ACT description at http://www.act.org/aap/ , 
 
“America’s Most Widely Accepted College Entrance Exam 
The ACT® test assesses high school students’ general educational development and their ability 
to complete college-level work. 

• The multiple-choice tests cover four skill areas: English, mathematics, reading, and 
science. …” 

 
     Neither of these descriptions, of course, says anything about law school, although high school 
and college are liberally referenced. So how can a law school use those tests’ results to decide 
about law school admissions without violating Standard 503? 
 
     In sum, there is no reason to believe that the Law School is fulfilling the demands of Standard 
503; in fact, the Law School is flouting the Standard completely. This alone should be enough to 
trigger ABA sanctions against the Law School, although the WSP has further undesirable 
features, to be discussed below. 
 
 
3. Barring WSP Applicants from Taking the LSAT 
 
     The previous section of this complaint established that MLS is violating Standard 503. 
However, the WSP is designed not only to violate Standard 503, but even to eliminate the 
autonomy of WSP applicants in taking the LSAT at will, which law school applicants often do, 
to their convenience and at their desire, and to enhance the probability of getting into the law 
school, or schools, of their choice. 
 
     The WSP description does note, “As discussed above, our timeline will allow adequate time 
for those applicants who wish to learn the outcome of their Wolverine Scholar application before 
deciding whether they wish to register for the October LSAT.” However, what if the applicant 
preferred to take the June LSAT? Or the February LSAT? Or both? Why should the WSP 
interfere with the free will and the futures of WSP applicants in that way?    
     To put it succinctly, it is not the business of the Law School administration to tell applicants 
when they can take the LSAT or not. 
 
     In addition, what about the losers in the “WSP lottery”? E.g., what if a particular applicant 
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has abstained from taking the LSAT for years in order to qualify for the WSP, --and then fails to 
get into MLS under the program? He or she has not only lost admission to the Law School, he or 
she has also lost multiple chances to take the LSAT. (And the “freedom” the WSP gives to take 
the October LSAT may not be enough; what if a particular applicant is ill in October, or is 
seriously ill and is not able to take either the October or the December LSAT?) 
     In addition to the Standard 503 violation, then, there is an element of coercion, prohibition on 
applicants’ freely choosing when to take tests of their choice; and not only is this offensive in 
itself, it may also have other hurtful effects, e.g., restrictively channeling students to MLS 
because when they do not take the earlier LSAT’s of their choice, that may hamper their chances 
to go to other schools. (See below in Section 4 of this complaint for commentary by Brian Leiter 
on this point about “channeling”.) 
 
     See also Standard 211, on “Non-Discrimination and Equality of Opportunity”, 

 
“(a) A law school shall foster and maintain equality of opportunity in legal education, including 
employment of faculty and staff, without discrimination or segregation on the basis of race, 
color, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age or disability. …” 
 
, and the Preamble of the document “ABA Standards and Rules of Procedure for Approval of 
Law Schools--2008-2009 Edition” at 
http://www.abanet.org/legaled/standards/ABA%20Standards%20and%20Rules%20of%20Proce
dure%20Final.pdf, 
 
“…Therefore, an approved law school must provide an opportunity for its students to study in a 
diverse educational environment, and in order to protect the interests of the public, law students, 
and the profession, …” 
 
     The Preamble goes on to list some things, such as promoting pro bono work, that law schools 
are supposed to do; but the portion quoted also does establish that law schools have 
responsibility not only to the legal profession but also to the public and to law students (which, 
one presumes, may include prospective law students as well). Similarly, the excerpt from 
Standard 211 mentions “equality of opportunity in legal education” (albeit in a “non-
discrimination” context), which may apply not only to one particular law school but also to the 
whole application process (including applications to multiple schools) and the rights of law 
school applicants in general, whether First Amendment rights or any other rights. 
     Or, putting it more succinctly: the Law School’s prohibition on taking the LSAT before 
receiving a WSP decision interferes with the rights, autonomy, and opportunities of law school 
applicants in a way that violates the spirit (and possibly even the letter) of Standard 211 and of 
the Preamble. 
 
     There is a third way, besides the two offenses comprised by the Standard 503 violation and 
the denial of applicants’ rights to take the LSAT at will, in which this complainant feels that the 
WSP violates the letter or spirit of ABA rules; but before discussing that further, it will be useful 
to look at some relevant complaints and comments by other parties about the WSP, which will 
help serve as an introduction to the matters discussed afterwards. 
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4. Some Apposite Criticism by Others of the Wolverine Scholars Program 
 
     This complainant is very grateful for the ideas and commentary of others about the WSP; one 
of the best posts on the topic is on the “Legal Profession Blog”, the post “Michigan’s New 
Admissions Policy” by Bill Henderson on 9/25/08 at 
http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/legal_profession/2008/09/michigans-new-a.html, from which 
some pertinent parts, 
 
“…Studying the labor market for lawyers--including law school rankings, which is a important 
mechanism for mediating supply and demand--has made me sensitive to potential ulterior 
motives beyond the standard cant of ‘admitting the best students.’ While I would love to see a 
world where the LSAT is assigned its rightful limited place in law school admissions, I cannot 
overcome the perception that Michigan is really just upping the U.S. News gamesmanship. The 
lofty rhetoric of the Wolverine Scholar program cannot be squared with the unnecessarily rigid 
admissions criteria. In my opinion, the only rational explanation is that Michigan seeks a 
rankings payoff. Here, an elite law school sets a new low in our obsession of form over 
substances--once again, we legal educators are setting a poor example for our students. … 
The rankings motive is further corroborated by the disqualification if the potential Wolverine 
Scholar has taken the LSAT. If Michigan were just interested in the best people, it would just 
ignore the LSAT. After all, Michigan has a better predictor of success: the ‘significant historic 
data for assessing the potential performance of Michigan undergrads at the Law School.’ If 
holistic review is really taking place, excluding folks who have taken the LSAT has no rational 
basis beyond a hit in the rankings. … 
More seriously, there are terrible externalities from this alleged merit-based program. It is 
impossible to deny that the Wolverine Scholars program will encourage students to (a) take 
easier classes and majors to avoid the need to take the LSAT to get into an elite law school, (b) 
discourage extracurriculars that will threaten the 3.8, and (c) make a lot of Michigan 
undergraduate professors miserable with complaints from students that their B+ or A- grade is 
going to blow their Wolverine Scholar application. …” 
 
     This very-well-said analysis shows that more commentators in the legal community than just 
this present complainant are concerned about unsavory elements of the WSP, such as MLS’ 
possible unethical gaming of the system, e.g., attempting (even if inadvertently or unconsciously; 
see Section 12 of this complaint, below) to manipulate the U.S. News and World Report rankings 
of law schools. And since this complainant is himself a MLS graduate, he feels a special 
responsibility to correct the errors or rulebreaking of his school, and thus is filing this present 
complaint. 
 
     Following are some other notable criticisms of the WSP, in pertinent part or brief excerpt of 
pertinent part (and yet other criticisms may be quoted in later sections of this complaint), 
 
a. On the “Above the Law” blog, “University Of Michigan Law School: Please Stop The 
Insanity” by Elie Mystal on 9/25/08 at 
http://abovethelaw.com/2008/09/university_of_michigan_law_sch.php, 
 
“Honestly, we are not trying to pile on Michigan. …But perhaps the law school administration 
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has taken things too far in their attempt to make Michigan the ‘champions of the west.’ … 
Look Michigan, if you are going to try to rig something, at least have the decency to do it under 
the cover of darkness. 
To a UM college student with a 3.8, the Wolverine Scholars Program looks like an interesting 
example of game theory. But to the rest of us, it looks a straight bribe. It’s like Michigan Law 
School is saying: ‘Please, please, please don’t take the LSAT. Because if you get a 167 we 
probably have to accept you anyway. And if you get a 175 you will better deal us for a lobster 
dinner.’ … 
We can debate whether the LSAT is too important in law school admissions, but the ‘let’s 
pretend that the LSAT is meaningless so long as you matriculate at Michigan’ game is the worst 
kind of cynicism.” … 
[in the comments section, comment 132:] “Posted by guest | Permalink  
Thursday, September 25, 2008 4:32 PM 
  
If I were a 1L at Michigan right now, I’d transfer next year to Wayne State. This reeks of 
insecurity and makes the law school look awful. How utterly embarrassing -- I feel really bad for 
the current law students at UM. …” 
 
b. On the “Money Law” blog, “LSAT-Free Law School Admissions” by Tom W. Bell on 
9/24/08 at http://money-law.blogspot.com/2008/09/lsat-free-law-school-admissions.html, 
 
“…The Wolverine Scholars program doubtless has many virtues. I wonder, though, if the 
University of Michigan law school counts among them an opportunity to improve its 
performance in the U.S. News and World Report rankings. After all, the law school can hardly 
report LSAT scores for its IL Wolverine Scholars if no such scores exist. Yet those same 
students offer the school a chance to greatly improve the mean GPA of its IL class. … 
[in the comments section:] …Indeed, I count plausible deniability as one of the plan’s most 
impressive features. As something of a connoisseur of rankings hacks, I must say this one shows 
great art. Nicely played, UM! …” 
 
; and in the version of “LSAT-Free Law School Admissions” by Tom W. Bell on 9/24/08 on the 
“Agoraphilia: The Center for Blurbs in the Public Interest” blog, at 
http://agoraphilia.blogspot.com/2008/09/lsat-free-law-school-admissions.html, in the comments 
section, 
 
“Anonymous said...  
As a current Michigan Law student I am ashamed of this blatant attempt to game the system. 
 
September 24, 2008 3:43 PM” 
 
c. On the “Brian Leiter’s Law School Reports” blog, “A New Low in ‘Gaming’ the US News 
Rankings?” by Brian Leiter on 9/25/08 at http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2008/09/a-
new-low-in-ga.html, 
 
“…The requirement of not taking the LSAT to be eligible for this program is indeed suspicious 
(Michigan imposes this requirement, it doesn’t appear that Georgetown does, though they do 
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waive the LSAT). I invite the Deans of Michigan and Georgetown to respond to the allegation 
that this is just a new ‘low’ in gaming the rankings. I will be happy to post their response, in its 
entirety, here. … 
UPDATE: The WSJ Law Blog quotes a partial response by the Michigan Admissions Dean. 
Unfortunately, it does not explain why students admitted under this process are required not to 
take the LSAT. It is, of course, the latter that raises the most questions about the actual purpose 
of this program. Without knowing the distribution of GPAs and LSATs in the Michigan class, 
we also have no way of knowing whether 10 students admitted under this program would or 
would not make a difference to the medians.  
ONE MORE: A couple of readers have suggested a different explanation for requiring students 
with excellent grades not to take the LSAT, for it in effect ‘locks them in’ to Michigan….” 
 
d. On “The Faculty Lounge” blog, “Michigan’s ‘Holistic’ Review of Law Applicants” by Calvin 
Massey on 9/25/08 at http://www.thefacultylounge.org/2008/09/michigans-holis.html, 
 
“What has Michigan done? It has created the ‘Wolverine Scholars’ program, under which UM 
undergrads with six semesters of 3.8 GPA work and who have not taken the LSAT can apply 
for admission. As Henderson points out, this enables Michigan to admit a cohort of high GPA 
people without dragging down the LSAT. …A frat boy with a 3.81 in some soft discipline (can 
you say ‘interdisciplinary studies’?) gets a free pass (check that: gets a ‘holistic review’), while a 
kid from hardscrabble Flint with a 3.79 in electrical engineering has to take the LSAT to get that 
‘holistic review.’ Sure, Michigan will say that the holistic review will tend to weed out the frat-
boy slacker with the 3.81 GPA produced by good cram guides in the old Alpha Beta Gamma 
Omega frat house, but if the object is just to jack up the GPA median and mean of the entering 
class without giving anything away on LSAT, you have to be fairly gullible to accept that 
holistic review will have any bite. Paul Caron notes that Georgetown has a similar program.  
UPDATE: As Brian Leiter notes in the comments, it was Bill Henderson who called Michigan’s 
program a new low. Brian was quoting Henderson. But it does plumb the depths.” 
 
     (Massey, however, fails to note that the “kid from hardscrabble Flint” would not be allowed 
to apply to the WSP at all, at least if he were matriculating at UM-Flint, instead of UM-Ann 
Arbor, see Section 5 of this complaint below.) 
 
e. On the Adjunct Law Prof Blog, “Michigan Does Away With LSAT In Some Admissions” by 
Mitchell H. Rubinstein on 10/10/08 at 
http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/adjunctprofs/2008/10/michigan-does-a.html, 
 
“…If this is some type of effort to game the rankings, I agree with Professor Leiter that one of 
our nations [sic] most respected schools hit a new low. Of all schools, why would Michigan do 
this? I hope that they have a legitimate explanation because frankly the burden is on them to 
explain why this is not what it appears to be. Professor Leiter gave the Dean the opportunity to 
explain his reasoning. I eagerly await his response.” 
 
f. In the ABA Journal, “No LSAT Allowed in Michigan Law School’s Special Admissions 
Program” by Debra Cassens Weiss on 9/25/08 at 
http://abajournal.com/news/no_lsat_allowed_in_michigan_law_schools_special_admissions_pro
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gram/, in the comments section, 
 
“35. Posted by UM Law Grad - 9 months, 3 weeks, 5 days, 12 hours, 15 minutes ago 
 
I think it’s a pretty obvious attempt at bumping up the USN&WR;rankings, which I don’t have a 
problem with because every year we seem to drop ever so slightly. … 
 
45. Posted by Former Law School Admissions Dean - 9 months, 3 weeks, 5 days, 10 hours, 53 
minutes ago 
 
…as a former law school admisssions [sic] dean, I can tell you that the single most ‘important’ 
topic in conversations among law school deans, faculties, administrators and alumni the past 
fifteen years has been how to increase the school’s ranking in US News. … This program, 
regardless of the spin put on it, is nothing more and nothing less than an attempt to exclude a few 
LSATs in favor of higher GPAs for a group (in-state) that has lower LSAT and GPA numbers 
that the rest of their 1L class.  It will also improve Michigan’s selectivity numbers (guess what, 
also part of the rankings formula!) as these students, many of whom would have scored well on 
the LSAT, if accepted early, will not apply elsewhere and be tempted by scholarships and other 
top schools. … 
 
57. Posted by PC - 9 months, 3 weeks, 5 days, 9 hours, 31 minutes ago 
 
It’s a sad thing when law-ambitious students give up taking the LSAT, thus limiting their options 
to also apply elsewhere, just so that a law school can meet flawed ranking criteria from US 
News. … 
 
62. Posted by Michigan Law Grad - 9 months, 3 weeks, 5 days, 8 hours, 25 minutes ago 
 
To LawProf: the fact remains that as UofM Law alumni, we are all cognizant of the indisputable 
fact our ranking has dropped continuously during the tenure of the present dean. At long last he 
has devised a simple way to increase our overall LSAT scores; I hope it works, for our sake 
AND HIS. Otherwise, he likely will leave… 
 
79. Posted by James Du Pre - 9 months, 3 weeks, 3 days, 18 hours, 5 minutes ago 
 
By disallowing UM students from taking the LSAT, they limit the availability to prospective law 
schools for those students to only UM.  That allows the UM law school first shot at them. … 
After law school, many firms and the governments request LSAT scores along with law school 
transcripts.  How will a lack of an LSAT affect those students when competing for jobs?  Long 
term, I think only weak students and law school candidates will benefit from this process. …” 
 
g. On the “Above the Law” blog, “Some Weekend Updates” by David Lat on 9/28/08 at 
http://abovethelaw.com/2008/09/some_weekend_updates.php?show=comments#comments, in 
the comments section, comment 22, 
 
“Posted by TTTroll | Permalink  
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Sunday, September 28, 2008 8:35 PM 
 
…If they’re required to wait until they receive the decision, then I guess they’re stuck with 
October/December LSAT.  
 
This would be a huge minus for people who don’t want to be taking the LSAT during classes, 
people who may need multiple LSAT sessions before they can get a good score, or people that 
want to turn in their apps the moment their favorite schools will accept them. Oh, and people 
who can’t get up before noon and would thus be unqualified to take the LSAT at any other time. 
I guess. 
 
Seems like the only reason to apply to this program is if you’re not confident of a good LSAT 
score, and you’re willing to settle on a safer bet.” 
 
h. On the “TaxProf” blog, “LSAT-Free Law School Admissions Can Goose U.S. News 
Ranking” by Paul Caron on 9/25/08 at http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2008/09/lsat-
free-law-s.html, 
 
“…Other schools presumably will follow Michigan’s lead and create similar programs to recruit 
their undergrads while also goosing their U.S. news ranking. …” 
 
 
     Speaking of the “U.S. News ranking” referenced by Caron and others: it is very important to 
note that even though the U.S. News rankings may not be officially supported or endorsed by the 
ABA, they are, nevertheless, a potent real-life factor that the ABA should take into account, at 
least when possible gaming of the ranking system occurs, especially gaming which is to the 
detriment of those law schools which “play by the rules of the ABA” and do not game the 
system. If the ABA ignores this issue and lets gaming of rankings go unaddressed and 
unpunished, inequity, anger, and discord could result among law schools and members of the 
larger legal community. 
 
 
5. Exclusion of More Impoverished and Minority-Attended University of Michigan Campuses by 
the Wolverine Scholars Program 
 
     To introduce this section of the complaint, there will follow one of the particularly 
noteworthy comments underneath the post “Michigan’s New Admissions Policy” by Bill 
Henderson mentioned above in Section 4 of this complaint, 
 
“If it were about affirmative action, Dearborn’s and Flint’s campuses would *definitely* be 
included! Not surprisingly they excluded them because those campuses have *much* higher 
minority student populations, especially black and latino. Anyone who has been to the three 
campus sites knows this. UM Ann Arbor is the whitest and most affluent of the three. It is also 
where the main law school resides. So if affirmative action were the motivating factor, they 
definitely would have opened it up to all three. In fact it is a way of excluding potential minority 
students because Dearborn and Flint are now at an unfair disadvantage compared to their Ann 
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Arbor counterparts. So with all things being equal a privileged frat boy at UM-Ann Arbor with a 
no-brainer major can coast into law school before an inner-city Detroit girl at UM-Dearborn with 
a similar major and identical GPA. She has to take the LSAT like anyone outside of UM-AA. 
Who’s more deserving? 
Posted by: Sean | Sep 26, 2008 11:01:33 PM” 
 
     This complainant does not know who “Sean” is, but Sean’s comment is remarkably insightful 
at times. It is probable that the Law School is not excluding the Dearborn and Flint UM 
(University of Michigan) campuses because those campuses have many African Americans and 
Latina/os (and in the case of UM-Dearborn, many students of Arab descent, who are not always 
considered an “underrepresented minority” but are still often subject to marginalization or 
discrimination, especially in the post-September 11, 2001 era); but even lacking some motive of 
deliberate racial discrimination, there is certainly a “disparate impact” against minority 
applicants created by the exclusion of those campuses, and their students, from the WSP.  
     On that note, MLS may be violating Standard 212, at least in spirit; here are some pertinent 
parts of the Standard, 
 
“Standard 212. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND DIVERSITY 
(a) Consistent with sound legal education policy and the Standards, a law school shall 
demonstrate by concrete action a commitment to providing full opportunities for the study of law 
and entry into the profession by members of underrepresented groups, particularly racial and 
ethnic minorities, and a commitment to having a student body that is diverse with respect to 
gender, race, and ethnicity. … 
 
Interpretation 212-3 
This Standard does not specify the forms of concrete actions a law school must take to satisfy its 
equal opportunity and diversity obligations. The determination of a law school’s satisfaction of 
such obligations is based on the totality of the law school’s actions and the results achieved. The 
commitment to providing full educational opportunities for members of underrepresented groups 
typically includes a special concern for determining the potential of these applicants through the 
admission process, …” 
 
     This complaint is not alleging that MLS is violating its Standard 212 obligations as a whole or 
totality, cf. “Interpretation 212-3” saying that “The determination of a law school’s satisfaction 
of such obligations is based on the totality of the law school’s actions and the results achieved”; 
nor does this complaint assert that the ABA should plan and dictate every single detail of a 
school’s diversity program, cf. Interpretation 212-3 again, “This Standard does not specify the 
forms of concrete actions a law school must take to satisfy its equal opportunity and diversity 
obligations.” However, when there is already a violation of ABA rules, i.e., the WSP violating 
Standard 503 and also interfering with applicants’ equal opportunity by denying them the choice 
to take the LSAT at will, it is particularly repulsive to see a violation of the spirit of Standard 212 
attached as an additional violation. And this is what the WSP does by not only not requiring (in 
fact, forbidding) the LSAT, but also excluding the Dearborn and Flint campuses from equal 
inclusion in the WSP program. 
     Looking at Interpretation 212-3 once again: the wise words “The commitment to providing 
full educational opportunities for members of underrepresented groups typically includes a 
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special concern for determining the potential of these applicants through the admission process” 
add another reason to criticize the WSP, i.e., since UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint applicants are 
excluded, they (including many “members of underrepresented groups”, in the words of 
Interpretation 212-3, who are more proportionately common at those campuses, this complainant 
believes, than at UM-Ann Arbor) are denied “a special concern for determining the potential of 
these applicants through the admission process”. This is hardly inspiring, if this complainant may 
so say.       
 
     While some years ago, the Law School made some efforts to protect its diversity program 
from lawsuit, cf. the Grutter v. Bollinger case from 2003, that one case does not logically imply 
that everything the Law School has done since then has respected or promoted diversity. (Indeed, 
MLS presently has its 16th white male law dean in a row from the beginning of the school, not 
having progressed on the diversity-and-inclusion ladder as far as, say, Harvard Law School, 
which in recent years chose a woman, Elena Kagan--presently the Solicitor General of the 
United States--, as its dean.) Therefore, since it would be foolish to give the Law School blanket 
immunity from questions about its treatment of diversity, the ABA should take seriously the de 
facto race- and poverty-related second-class treatment or “disparate impact” apparent in the WSP 
and its exclusion of the UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint campuses from the equal concern and 
respect they deserve. 
     (For the ABA’s continuing concern about promoting diversity, see, e.g., “‘Resist Diversity 
Fatigue,’ ABA President Tells Leaders of Legal Profession at National Summit” at 
http://www.abanet.org/abanet/media/release/news_release.cfm?releaseid=683, 
 
“Unless the legal profession ratchets up its success in achieving diversity, society will look 
somewhere else for its leaders, American Bar Association President H. Thomas Wells Jr. of 
Birmingham, Ala., told guests at his ‘National Summit on Diversity in the Legal Profession:  The 
Next Steps?’ today in Maryland. 
‘Marching in place can sometimes equate to falling behind.  Let us not allow the genuine 
advances we have made to cause us to succumb to diversity fatigue,’ he urged. ... 
Linda Crump, assistant to the chancellor of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln for equity, access 
and diversity programs, urged attendees to remember ‘what it feels like to actually be excluded,’ 
and to foster discussion of the impact of exclusion as a step toward inclusion. …” 
 
     And, parenthetically, this complainant recently discovered and read “First Draft of 
suggestions of Revised Standards and Operating Procedures: Gary H. Palm for use of Standards 
Review Committee and informal review by others. --July 14, 2009”, available at 
http://www.abanet.org/legaled/committees/Standards%20Review%20documents/Comments%20
-%20SRC%20Comprehensive%20Review%20Palm%20July%202009.doc, and thinks that the 
below excerpt from that document, 
 
“Standard 501 (c)  A law school shall not consider support or pressure to admit any  
student from elected officials, past or prospective donors, or legacy graduates of the  
school or its related University.”   
 
, is worth implementing by the ABA, because it would help promote diversity, among other 
reasons. This complainant would also recommend, though, that the ABA go further and advocate 
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that all admissions preferences for applicants who are legacy or alumnae/i children be banned, 
since such preferences strongly tend to reduce racial and income-class diversity, and create a 
hereditary aristocracy, which is deeply undesirable in our free American society.)  
 
     What is MLS’ own position on whether or how it should be questioned or monitored on 
diversity issues, though? Our next section addresses that topic. 
 
 
6. Michigan Law School’s Hostile Attitude to ABA Supervision and Diversity Efforts; and, the 
Problem of ABA Underregulation of Law School Admissions 
 
     Although the ABA has made noble and necessary efforts to promote diversity in the legal 
education system of our diverse American nation, not everybody fully supports these efforts; see 
the March 9, 2006 Michigan Daily article “ABA demands diversity in law schools: Law school 
dean says bar may be overstepping its bounds, making schools more ‘cookie-cutter’”, in 
pertinent part, at http://www.michigandaily.com/content/aba-demands-diversity-law-schools, 
 
“The body that accredits American law schools has released new standards that will require the 
University’s Law School to further pursue racial, ethnic and gender diversity, even if Michigan 
voters outlaw minority considerations by voting in favor of a ballot proposal this November. 
The ABA’s new standards are designed to prevent law schools from using laws that prohibit 
minority-conscious admissions as an excuse not to pursue diversity, the ABA says. … 
The bar mandates that schools demonstrate their commitment to diversity with ‘concrete 
actions.’ These actions can include recruitment drives, scholarships and retention efforts, said 
John Sebert, a consultant on legal education for the ABA.  
The ABA suggests these actions as legal means of achieving diversity in states that have banned 
the use of race, ethnicity and gender in admissions, as well as states that have not. 
Law School Dean Evan Caminker said he supports efforts to further diversify in law schools. 
However, Caminker criticized what he considers the ABA’s excessive involvement in school 
policies. 
‘I have a more general sense that the ABA is becoming too aggressive as a regulatory body in 
many domains,’ Caminker said.  
He said the bar is more involved in school operations than other similar accreditation 
organizations like the American Medical Association or the American Dental Association.  
‘I’m not happy to see the ABA upping the ante on more regulation and more oversight, when my 
own philosophical view on this is that it would be appropriate for law schools to have more 
autonomy to (try) . different kinds of approaches,’ he said.  
‘Anytime the ABA regulates things more aggressively it makes law schools more cookie-cutter.’ 
…” 
 
     This claim of supposed over-regulation by the ABA takes on a special irony when one 
realizes that MLS may now be, in 2009, actively violating ABA regulations by advancing the 
WSP; so, re the Dean’s attitude as expressed in the Michigan Daily article above, would it be 
“too aggressive” or “cookie-cutting” for the ABA actually to demand compliance to ABA rules 
by MLS? I.e., is the Law School now somehow above ABA regulations, unlike all other ABA-
accredited law schools? 
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     In fact, the ABA has been, if anything, seriously under-regulating law schools, maybe 
showing too much lenience and kindness towards violations of Standard 503 or other law school 
rules. Perhaps it is time for the ABA to start enforcing its rules more strongly for a change, even 
if it needs to clarify them somewhat, as discussed further below. 
 
     If MLS’ administration would lose their hostile attitude toward the ABA’s worthy efforts to 
regulate and promote diversity efforts, and would be willing to learn from the ABA’s wise 
guidance, this would be good not only for the ABA, but also for the Law School itself.  
 
     (And as for the curiousness of a law school dean saying that regulation, i.e., “law”, makes 
things more cookie-cutter: on the contrary, regulation can make things less cookie-cutter--for 
example, if regulations help preserve diversity, then, by definition, a more diverse environment 
makes the student body less cookie-cutter than before, not more cookie-cutter. 
     Or, from another angle: there may have been those who complained that Brown v. Board of 
Education made America’s states more “cookie-cutter”, since states had fewer “states’ rights” 
and could no longer freely segregate. However, such restrictive regulation as Brown, in the 
service of justice and binding both lower courts and U.S. citizens, similar to the way that ABA 
regulations bind the Law School and its administrators if they seek to be members of the ABA in 
good standing, is usually known as “law”, and law school deans might do well not to sneeze at 
it.) 
 
     A last word for now, on the note of “self-fulfilling prophecy”, is that the Law School 
administration itself, while complaining about the ABA’s supposed “aggressive overregulation” 
of law schools, has now in fact made strong regulatory efforts necessary in its own case by its 
own egregious violation of ABA standards in creating the WSP.  
 
     While we are speaking about MLS administrators, we shall address the comments of another 
MLS administrator, comments about the WSP itself; and point out why those comments do not 
support the WSP. 
 
 
7. An MLS Rebuttal to Criticisms of the WSP, and that Rebuttal’s Problems 
 
     On “The Ivey Files” blog, there is a fascinating and inadvertently revealing article entitled 
“Chat with Michigan Law School’s Dean of Admissions about the Wolverine Scholars 
Program”, by Anna Ivey on 9/30/08 at 
http://www.annaivey.com/iveyfiles/2008/09/chat_with_michigan_law_schools_dean_of_admissi
ons_about_the_wolverine_scholars_pro, excerpted below in pertinent part, with quotes from 
Law School admissions dean Sarah Zearfoss, followed by commentary from this complainant, 
 
a. “Further, since we anticipate being able to matriculate at most 5 to 10 Wolverine Scholars—a 
fractional sliver of our typical entering class of 360—this couldn’t be a successful route for 
manipulating the rankings, even if we were so inclined. That number of people couldn’t possibly 
affect our LSAT median, and is quite unlikely to affect the GPA median by even 1/100th, let 
alone materially.” 
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     Zearfoss’ math calculations may not be infallible, of course. Moreover, how does the ABA 
know that only 5 to 10 “Wolverine Scholars” will be matriculated each year, even if, say, during 
the first year of the WSP 5 to 10 are indeed matriculated, in line with Zearfoss’ convenient 
prediction? Must the ABA take the time to monitor the program every year? 
     What if during the second or third year of the WSP (which may be too late for anyone to file a 
complaint about the WSP, since public knowledge about the WSP likely began around late 
September of 2008, cf. the ABA Journal article cited above which discussed the WSP, and there 
is a deadline of filing complaints with the ABA within a year of knowing about this kind of 
issue), the number of Wolverine Scholars “mysteriously and unexpectedly balloons” up to 15, 
20, or more, in number? That could certainly contribute to an effect on the “LSAT median” or 
“GPA median” in a material fashion. 
     (Also, see once again Bill Henderson’s “Michigan’s New Admissions Policy” at 
http://lawprofessors.typepad.com/legal_profession/2008/09/michigans-new-a.html, 
 
“…Further, because of the idiosyncrasies of the USNWR rankings formula, see Ted Seto’s 
‘Understanding the U.S. News Law School Rankings,’ at the upper ranges, small changes in 
UGPA have a much greater sway on rankings that a single LSAT point.  For example, in the 
simulation model that Andy Morriss and I created, a move from 3.64 to 3.66 has a greater effect 
than a move from 169 to 170.   If Michigan can get to a 3.80 UGPA, they could tie with NYU at 
#5. …” 
 
, for an illustration of how rankings can be gamed by even “small” changes in numbers.) 
 
b. “Instead, we were motivated by a desire to strengthen our intra-institutional ties with the 
undergrad community, which is our single biggest feeder ….” 
 
     Zearfoss can send UM-Ann Arbor undergraduate students a nice greeting card if she wants to 
attract their attention or “strengthen ties”, instead of designing a program which limits the 
students’ options, including their taking the LSAT at will. 
     (And applicants are already offered a tempting gift by the WSP program to draw them in, see 
the offer on the WSP page at 
http://www.law.umich.edu/prospectivestudents/admissions/applyingtomichigan/Pages/Wolverine
Scholars.aspx, 
 
“Because we wish to encourage broad participation in this program, we will waive the usual 
application fee for anyone applying under the Wolverine Scholars program.” 
 
; but a waiver of the LSAT requirement itself is a little excessive as an additional gift, especially 
since the “gift” also has the poisonous aspect of being not just a waiver, but also a ban.) 
 
c. “We have a LOT of data on Michigan undergrads who enroll here at the law school, and the 
data lead us to be very confident that we can learn what we need to about ability to succeed here 
from a rigorous examination of the curriculum of those students who have proven themselves 
able to achieve at a very high level. We just don’t have that body of data for other schools.” 
 
     If this information is so important, why can’t it be requisitioned from other schools (including 
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other intra-UM schools such as Dearborn and Flint, which, incidentally, are both less than 60 
miles from Ann Arbor; shouldn’t the Law School be easily able to access information from 
fellow campuses in the same university system?) for applicants from those schools? Unless, say, 
this “body of data” is just comprised of fripperies such as familiarity with the Ann Arbor cafes 
that UM-Ann Arbor students go to--in which case it is probably not important data at all. 
 
d. “I confess I have found it rather surprising that in a climate where many organizations are 
examining the appropriate use of standardized tests, one very small outside-the-box step by one 
law school should attract such apparent shocked skepticism.” 
 
     “one very small outside-the-box step”? An interesting way to characterize the WSP, if not an 
accurate one. If MLS’ egregious violations of Standard 503 and other Standards or principles of 
fairness are “very [italics added] small”, this complainant would hate to see what makes up a 
“small”, much less a “medium”, “large”, or “extra-large”, step outside the box. 
 
     Following are some brief and apposite comments upon Zearfoss’ various defenses of the 
WSP, 
 
a. On “The National Law Journal” blog, “Univ. of Michigan to let some students skip LSATs: 
Goal to boost in-state students, not rankings.” by Karen Sloan on 9/26/08 at 
http://www.law.com/jsp/nlj/PubArticleNLJ.jsp?id=1202424813640&slreturn=1, 
 
“…Zearfoss said, the law school wants to spare top Michigan undergrads the stress and cost of 
taking the LSAT. … 
The most unusual criteria for the program is that applicants must not take the LSAT. That 
element has raised a few eyebrows. … 
Zearfoss said that SAT and ACT scores will fulfill the testing requirement for the Wolverine 
Scholars Program applicants. …” 
 
b. On the “Brian Leiter’s Law School Reports” blog, “A New Low in ‘Gaming’ the US News 
Rankings?” by Brian Leiter on 9/25/08 at http://leiterlawschool.typepad.com/leiter/2008/09/a-
new-low-in-ga.html (as mentioned in Section 4 above but in briefer portion here), 
 
“…UPDATE: The WSJ Law Blog quotes a partial response by the Michigan Admissions Dean 
[available at http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2008/09/25/skip-the-lsat-head-straight-to-law-school/]. 
Unfortunately, it does not explain why students admitted under this process are required not to 
take the LSAT. It is, of course, the latter that raises the most questions about the actual purpose 
of this program. Without knowing the distribution of GPAs and LSATs in the Michigan class, 
we also have no way of knowing whether 10 students admitted under this program would or 
would not make a difference to the medians. …” 
 
     In any case, Zearfoss has not mounted a convincing or successful defense of the WSP. 
 
     Before discussing other problems with the WSP besides those already discussed, this 
complaint will now deal with the topic of the LSAT itself in order to provide more context for 
later discussion of the WSP. 
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8. Flexibility, and Laxity, Regarding the LSAT 
 
     If the ABA wanted to get rid of the LSAT entirely, by the way, this complainant would not 
overly object, especially if an equally rigorous test of each law school’s own designing was 
substituted for the LSAT. Rigor is probably a good thing to keep in law school admissions 
testing; by comparison, would it make better physicians if medical schools were to abandon the 
MCAT, or would smarter, better-prepared graduate students result from the disappearance of the 
GRE (maybe to be replaced by the SAT or ACT scores which MLS in its wisdom has decided to 
be a “valid admission test” for law school?), etc. However, the exact form of that “rigor” is up to 
the ABA, and it deserves careful consideration. 
 
     And as the ABA has rightly noted, the LSAT can be taken too seriously or misapplied, cf. 
“APPENDIX 2: LSAC CAUTIONARY POLICIES CONCERNING LSAT SCORES” at 
http://www.abanet.org/legaled/standards/20082009StandardsWebContent/Appendix2LSACstate
ment.pdf, excerpted below, 
 
“...Do not use the LSAT score as a sole criterion for admission. 
The LSAT should be used as only one of several criteria for evaluation and should not be given 
undue weight solely because its use is convenient. Those who set admission policies and criteria 
should always keep in mind the fact that the LSAT does not measure every discipline-related 
skill necessary for academic work, nor does it measure other factors important to academic 
success. …”   
 
     However, there should ideally be some type of uniformity and equity regarding law school 
admission test usage by law schools, e.g., either every school should be required to administer, or 
accept results from, a rigorous law school admissions test, or none of them should be so required. 
Allowing some law schools unilaterally to opt out of the requirement seems to violate ABA 
Standard 503, and also seems to violate the principle of equity. Why should any law school 
follow the rules and the spirit of the rules, requiring the LSAT or a similar test, when some other 
law schools spontaneously decide to ignore that requirement, and are not punished by the ABA 
in any way for their rulebreaking? The slippery slope this problem creates (e.g., unpunished 
violation may lead to other actors deciding to become violators themselves, etc.) may lead to less 
rigor in legal education (what if everybody decides to make the LSAT voluntary--or forbidden?), 
and also to gaming of law school rankings. 
 
     As long as the LSAT is the standard law school admission test, it should be mentioned, this 
complainant would not mind if, say, the ABA requested LSAC to offer free test preparation 
classes, which might be of help to impoverished and/or underrepresented-minority law school 
applicants. Similarly, the ABA could request LSAC to offer a wide range of discounted or free 
test preparation materials to make the test easier for such applicants, and could also request 
LSAC to attempt to keep the LSAT as inexpensive as possible, and to offer even more low-
income vouchers to pay for taking the test than before. 
     However, while the LSAT should not be made into a barrier unnecessarily keeping students 
out of law school (including poor and/or minority students), that does not of itself mean that the 
LSAT should be discarded entirely--and it most assuredly does not mean that law school 
administrators should be able to discard Standard 503 at their whim, either. 
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     Although if they do dare to discard that Standard, then less serious violations should perhaps 
be punished somewhat less seriously, and more serious violations more seriously, as will be 
discussed in the next section. 
 
 
9. Law Schools in Less Egregious Violation of ABA Rules 
 
     There are various law schools besides MLS which seem to be in violation of Standard 503, 
e.g., Georgetown University Law Center, which in its “Early Assurance Program” does not 
require the LSAT, see 
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/admissions/ApplicationProcess.htm#EarlyAssurance, 
 
“The Early Assurance Program is designed to encourage top undergraduates from Georgetown 
University to apply to Georgetown Law. … 
 
Early Assurance applicants are exempt from taking the LSAT and registering with the LSDAS. 
…” 
 
     However, none of them seems to have dared to commit the “trio of offenses” or “three 
strikes” that MLS has done with the WSP, i.e., not only committing a Standard 503 violation but 
also openly stating a prohibition on taking the LSAT before an admissions decision, and also 
committing exclusion (de facto discrimination?) against several more impoverished and 
minority-attended campuses of the university. 
     For this reason, and also for the reason that this complainant feels a special responsibility to 
correct the errors of his own school, this complainant is filing a complaint only about his own 
school, and is not filing a complaint about any of the other schools which may be apparently 
violating Standard 503. However, it could be to the advantage of everybody for the ABA to offer 
a clarification or even “declaratory judgment” of a sort, of just what law schools have to do to 
avoid violating Standard 503. E.g., is the SAT or the ACT now an accepted substitute for the 
LSAT, despite the extreme lack of overlap between those tests and the LSAT (e.g., contrasting 
the vocabulary and pre-algebra questions in the former two tests to the frequently-difficult logic 
tests of the LSAT)? Must the “admissions test” in Standard 503 be a written test, or can a law 
school get away with giving a (scored) oral interview and calling it an “admission test”? This 
complainant, and perhaps other parties, would not mind the ABA offering the kind of 
clarification which would make fewer complaints about Standard 503 (and perhaps other rules’) 
violations necessary in the future. 
 
     This complainant must emphasize, though, that even if he feels some clarification of ABA 
rules will be useful, he also believes there is no room in present ABA rules for a program like the 
WSP, with its offenses against not only Standard 503 but also against applicants’ autonomy and 
dignity, and against inclusion of the diversity that the Dearborn and Flint campuses of UM 
represent. 
 
     (It deserves notice at this time that while Northwestern University School of Law is also in 
apparent violation of Standard 503, see, e.g., “The Northwestern JD-MBA Program’s Integrated 
Application” at http://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/jdmba/jdadmissions.htm, 
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“… 
GMAT and LSAT 
 
The GMAT is required. The LSAT is not required for admission to the JD-MBA program; 
however, candidates may choose to report their LSAT score in the Additional Information 
section of the essays. …” 
 
, at least that program is requiring some kind of graduate test, the GMAT, not a mere college 
undergraduate test like the SAT or ACT. Therefore, perhaps Northwestern could be penalized 
less for its Standard 503 violation than would a law school which foists the use of the SAT or 
ACT onto the accreditation process, rather than using the LSAT or a similarly difficult test.) 
 
     By the way, this complainant applauds the ABA’s efforts to make some steps in dealing with 
Standard 503 controversies, cf. “CONSULTANT’S MEMO # 1--April, 2009: Standard 503”, at 
http://www.abanet.org/legaled/accreditation/503.pdf, excerpted below, 
 
“Over the last several months there has been significant publicity about the plans of several law 
schools to initiate special admission programs, for a small cohort of entering students, which do 
not require the use of the LSAT. … 
Interpretation 503-1 makes it clear that the burden is on the law school to demonstrate the 
validity and reliability of any test, other than the LSAT, that is used for law school admission 
purposes. … 
…The basic issue to be decided is whether admissions criteria being employed by the special 
admissions program are comparable to the admissions criteria being applied under the standard 
admissions program (i.e. the admissions program under which most incoming J.D. students are 
admitted). The assessment methods used should be shown to be valid for the intended purpose 
(i.e., to assess “the applicant’s capability of satisfactorily completing the school’s educational 
program”), by demonstrating that the performance of students admitted under the special criteria 
is, in general, about as good or better than that for students admitted under the standard criteria. 
Once the Committee has received and reviewed the requested information, it will make a 
determination as to compliance with Standard 503, and Interpretation 503-1. If the school 
satisfies the requirements, that ends the inquiry. If the school is not able to demonstrate 
compliance through the documentation and evidence it submits, it can either end the program or 
seek a variance from Standard 503 pursuant to Standard 802. …” 
 
     The Consultant’s Memo is a welcome and substantial step in the right direction, although it 
may inadvertently leave at least one serious loophole, i.e., students admitted under the 503-
violative programs referenced in the Memo may receive special tutoring or other “help” 
(especially in schools who have looked at the Memo and are eager to find loopholes and avoid 
sanction by the ABA) so that their performance is eventually “about as good or better than that 
for students admitted under the standard criteria”, even though those students may not have 
performed so well without the extra help. 
     In addition, the Memo does not happen to address some of the other issues mentioned in this 
complaint, e.g., the intrusion of a law school into the liberty of a law school applicant (as the 
Law School does by its banning the LSAT until a WSP decision has been reached), gaming of 
the U.S News rankings, and exclusion of heavily-minority and/or low-income campuses from 
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consideration (as the WSP does towards the UM-Dearborn and -Flint campuses). So, while the 
Memo makes excellent observations and suggestions, there may be other material for the ABA to 
explore when deciding to approve or accredit law schools in violation of Standard 503 (or of 
other Standards, or general principles such as liberty, diversity, and equity). 
 
 
10. Overhastiness of Applicant Consideration under the WSP 
 
     One last portion of the WSP is questionable, even if it does not violate Standard 503 or any 
other particular rule (besides, perhaps, the possible “catch-all” Standard 501, 
 
“Standard 501. ADMISSIONS 
(a) A law school shall maintain sound admission policies and practices, consistent with the 
objectives of its educational program and the resources available for implementing those 
objectives.” 
 
, which speaks of “sound admissions policies and practices”) 
 
; it is the portion reading 
 
“The Law School’s in-depth familiarity with Michigan undergrad curricula and faculty, coupled 
with significant historic data for assessing the potential performance of Michigan undergrads at 
the Law School, will allow us to perform an intensive review of the undergraduate curriculum of 
applicants, even beyond the typical close scrutiny we devote, and have confidence in our ability 
to assess an applicant’s academic strengths and the likelihood of outstanding engagement with 
the Law School. … 
Applications may be submitted beginning May 15, 2009.  We recommend that all application 
components be received within our office by July 1, 2009.  An application must be completed 
and processed by the Admissions Office no later than July 10 to be eligible for evaluation.  
Because of the constrained timeframe, late, delayed, or incomplete applications will not be 
evaluated. Each applicant will be advised of our decision by July 21, 2009. … 
...Letters of recommendation will have heightened importance because of the intense academic 
review of this application process. …” 
 
     If one reads this carefully, one notes that the purported “intense academic review” may take 
place in as little as eleven days, i.e., less than two weeks. While the eleven days may allow, 
especially with a limited number of applicants, some careful consideration, the consideration is 
still quite rapid, to an extent which does not seem likely to allow extreme thoughtfulness about 
the applicants’ applications. This is especially true since there will not be--in fact, can not be, 
since the LSAT is forbidden--an LSAT score to help guide the admissions committee. 
     This may be a minor point, compared to the overt violation of Standard 503 by the WSP; but 
the point still helps to show how badly the whole program may have been constructed, with little 
thought, and indeed, with self-contradiction. (I.e., the supposed intense and thoughtful review is 
crammed into 1 and ½ weeks for the latest-applying applicants, a short period whose brevity 
does not help foster the thoughtfulness that often needs lengthy deliberation, instead of hasty 
deliberation.) 
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     Further evidence of overhastiness in the WSP process comes from the Law School’s own 
viewbook (at the bottom of page 52, see 
http://www.law.umich.edu/prospectivestudents/admissions/Documents/viewbook.pdf), which 
states that the normal time for decisionmaking about an application is about ten weeks from the 
file’s completion, not 1 and ½ weeks. While, again, the WSP will presumably produce a 
relatively small portion of the “1L” entering class, and this size factor may somewhat expedite 
review of WSP applications, the WSP description emphasizes “intense review” so much that it 
seems out of place to cram that review into about one-seventh of the time that normal review 
takes. Unless “intense review” means intensely speedy, thoughtless review; but one presumes the 
authors of the WSP did not mean that.  
 
 
11. Some Timing Issues 
 
     By the way, speaking of “hastiness”: this complaint is not requesting some “emergency 
injunction” overturning the WSP program immediately, e.g., if that program has already 
admitted applicants to the Law School, this complaint is not trying to prevent anyone from being 
admitted to the Law School under the program. However, any changes that ABA review of this 
matter would induce MLS to make, even immediately, that could allow more applicants to be 
considered or admitted, e.g., extending WSP application deadlines for this year, including the 
Dearborn and Flint campuses as part of the program, and waiving the requirement that applicants 
not have taken the LSAT, might not be objectionable to this complainant at all. 
     As well, this complainant is not requesting “expedited review” of this complaint, either (even 
if this complaint is being sent in shortly before an ABA Annual Meeting; the timing is 
coincidental), especially since this matter may take some serious review and contemplation. (At 
least for a final determination of matters, although, again, this complainant would not object to 
some immediate reforms to the WSP program for now, to prevent further damage from the 
program until a more permanent determination about the program can be made.)  
 
 
12. Blameless Intentions of the MLS Administration 
 
     This complaint, by the way, does not allege any malice, deliberate trickery, or other immoral 
states of mind or intentions on the part of the MLS administration. Paraphrasing a well-known 
saying of U.S. Vice President Joe Biden, one may say that it is better to criticize people’s ideas 
and policies than to criticize their characters. On that note: while the intentions of the Law 
School administration may be as pure as snow, and it may be a complete coincidence that they 
have created in the WSP a program that achieves the difficult feat of simultaneously managing to 
 
a. violate Standard 503 
b. hurt the autonomy and law school admissions chances of WSP applicants by interfering with 
their taking the LSAT at will 
c. exclude the two poorer and higher-minority-attendance campuses of the University of 
Michigan 
d. give MLS the chance for an unfair boost in the U.S. News and World Report law school 
rankings 
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e. shoehorn a supposedly intense and thoughtful admissions review into as little as 11 days 
 
, the WSP still has those five deleterious effects mentioned above, regardless of the doubtless 
blameless intentions of those who crafted the WSP program the way that they specifically did.  
 
     So, while not criticizing anyone personally about the WSP, this complainant is filing this 
present complaint, and requesting that justice be served in the matter, since “no one is above the 
law”, i.e., no one seeking ABA favor and accreditation is above ABA regulations and 
expectations.  
 
 
13. ABA Guidance and Direction Will Help MLS Preserve Its Reputation and Integrity 
 
     This complainant holds some affection for his law school, and is sorry that that school has 
(inadvertently) made the mistaken decision to advance a damaging and offensive policy like the 
WSP, which is so violative of ABA rules and so injurious to numerous parties, that this 
complainant (in the spirit of many other commentators, see Section 4 above) has had to spend 
numerous pages detailing just how bad the policy is, and how much it brings the integrity of 
MLS into question. However, if the ABA overturns the policy, whether through logically 
convincing the MLS administration that the WSP is wrong, or through more strenuous measures 
such as sanctions and denial of accreditation to the Law School, the ABA will be doing MLS a 
favor by forcing the school to maintain its integrity instead of following a pernicious and 
mistaken policy like the WSP. This complainant humbly requests the ABA to do MLS that favor 
and to end an embarrassment. 
     (Incidentally, if the ABA “sleeps on its rights” and allows MLS--or other schools--to flout 
ABA regulations with impunity, it could look as if the ABA can be dissuaded from exerting its 
authority by some “Stay out of my yard” isolationistic complaint like that of the MLS 
administration against the ABA in the Michigan Daily, see Section 6 above. It could set a 
dangerous precedent if a supposedly “prestigious” or “high-profile” law school like MLS is 
allowed to ignore ABA rules at will.) 
 
 
14. Amendments to this Complaint, or Replies to Responses 
 
     This complainant respectfully requests leave to amend, clarify, etc. this complaint as desired 
or needed, and to rebut responses to this complaint, as desired or needed.  
 
 
15. Willingness to Withdraw or Amend this Complaint  
 
     In the interest of good will and concord, this complainant may be willing to withdraw or 
amend this complaint, if the Law School immediately drops the offending portions of the WSP 
and signs a binding written agreement with the ABA not to return to those policies ever again. 
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16. A Brief Summary of Some of the Main Points Above 
 
     The WSP violates Standard 503 and possibly other Standards, and hurts applicants’ autonomy 
and opportunity, through its forbidding of the LSAT to applicants before an admissions decision; 
in addition, it excludes the two more minority-rich UM campuses from consideration, and it may 
perform overly hasty analysis of WSP applicants. Despite MLS’ complaints that the ABA 
overregulates law schools, the ABA should uphold its own standards and sanction MLS until the 
WSP is abandoned or amended in order to avoid violation of ABA standards and common 
decency. Multiple commentators have pointed out the many problems of the WSP, including not 
only some of the problems listed above, but also the unethical gaming of the prominent U.S. 
News and World Report law school rankings. MLS’ arguments in favor of the WSP are not 
sufficiently strong to defend the WSP from being overturned or greatly amended. 
     Speaking of Standard 503: the LSAT and its uses are not without flaw, but that does not mean 
that law schools have a right to discard it, or Standard 503, at whim. On that note, the ABA 
should consider clarifying Standard 503 so that law schools have guidance in how to respect it 
more properly. MLS may need more ABA monitoring and guidance than other law schools 
violating Standard 503 or other Standards, since its violations of ABA standards in the WSP 
seem to be worse than other law schools’ violations. However, and especially since MLS may 
not have conscious bad intentions, this complainant may withdraw or amend his complaint if 
MLS quickly makes serious efforts to return to ABA standards and cancel or correct the WSP. 
 
 
17. Conclusion 
 
     Thank you very much for your time and consideration regarding this important issue.  
     A last word is that in examining the WSP, this complainant is reminded of the debacle of the 
Michigan Democratic Party presidential primary in January 2008, which was widely seen as an 
attempt to “jump towards the head of the line” of the primary schedule in an unfair, rulebreaking 
manner; just as the WSP not only violates ABA standards but also lets MLS unfairly jump, or 
push, ahead in prominent law school rankings, to the detriment of legal education generally. And 
worse, it does this by denying fairness to young people in respect to their freedom to prepare for 
law school applications as they wish. This complainant prays that the ABA will follow its motto 
and “defend liberty” and “pursue justice” in this matter, as in all matters, 
 
                                 Sincerely and respectfully, 
                                                                             David Boyle                                                                                   
                                                                             J.D., University of Michigan Law School  
                                                                             7/27/09 
 
 


